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Abstract 

It is shown that the ring currents in perimeter hexagonal rings of Kekulean benzenoids, as estimated 
within the Randić conjugated-circuit model, can be calculated directly without tedious pairwise 
comparison of Kekulé structures or Kekulé counting for cycle-deleted subgraphs. Required are only 
the Pauling bond orders of perimeter bonds and the number of Kekulé structures of the benzenoid, 
both readily available from the adjacency matrix of the carbon skeleton. This approach provides easy 
calculation of complete current maps for benzenoids in which every face has at least one bond on the 
perimeter (as in the example of cata-condensed benzenoids), and allows qualitative evaluation of the 
main ring-current contributions to 1H chemical shifts in general benzenoids. A combined Randić-
Pauling model for correlation of ring current and bond length through bond order is derived and shown 
to be consistent with resilience of current under bond alternation. 

1. Introduction 

Aromaticity is widely held to be synonymous with the ability of a (polycyclic) conjugated  system to 
sustain a diatropic ring current induced by an external magnetic field.1-4 Other definitions based on 
relative energetics, geometry and reactivity5,6 lack the decisive yes/no character of the criterion from 
current. Maps of induced current density can be calculated efficiently7-9 in full ab initio approaches9-15 
for moderately sized benzenoids (nanographenes), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and related 
carbon and heterocyclic networks. In the ipsocentric formulation,9 molecular orbital (MO)-based 
methods offer interpretation of current maps in terms of orbital-orbital16 and band-band17 excitations 
induced in the magnetic field, diagnosing aromaticity and anti-aromaticity in terms of selection rules 
based on symmetry, energy and nodal character of frontier orbitals, and inspiring simplified models 
(e.g. the pseudo- method18).    

Another perspective is offered by models of ring current based on qualitative valence-bond (VB) 
concepts: the conjugated-circuit (CC) models.19-24 These give distinctive insight into global patterns of 
current in (Kekulean) benzenoids. In models of this type, current in bonds is calculated 
combinatorially by considering pairings of perfect matchings (Kekulé structures) of the molecular 
graph. The present paper shows that there is a much more efficient way to calculate perimeter currents 
for the Randić model, and that this allows easy computation and rationalisation of the entire current 
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map for cases where every face of the benzenoid has at least one edge in the perimeter, and the most 
important part of the map for other cases..  

2. Conjugated circuits and currents 

A circuit C in a graph G is a conjugated circuit if both C and G-C (the graph with vertices of the cycle 
C deleted) have perfect matchings. In CC models it is assumed, consistently with the MO model for 
annulenes,16 that conjugated circuits of length 4N+2 support diatropic ring currents and those of length 
4N support paratropic ring currents. Models published by various authors20-23 differ in how they assign 
weights to the conjugated circuits (see Ref. 24). In all of them, bond currents are calculated by vector 
addition of conjugated-circuit currents. As Figure 1 shows, the direction of the contribution of a CC to 
the current in a particular bond depends on the size of the circuit and on whether the circuit lies locally 
to the right or left of the bond. Any set of bond currents can be uniquely decomposed into ring 
currents for a more compact representation. 

This paper considers the simplest of the conjugated-circuit models.19,20 For a graph with 兼岫罫岻 perfect 
matchings, the algorithm that Randić proposed to estimate current first finds an unscaled current for 
each edge by considering all pairs of perfect matchings. For each pair, a current of one unit is routed 
clockwise around each 4N cycle and anticlockwise around each 4N+2 cycle. In later accounts of the 
model,25 a scaled (normalised) current is used. To obtain the scaled current, the current on each edge is 
divided by 兼岫罫岻岷兼岫罫岻 伐 な峅┻  In passing, we note that this scaling is probably too severe in that it 
leads to drastic reduction in current for larger molecules, whilst other methods show a general 
tendency for absolute current to increase with molecular area (see e.g., Refs. 17, 18 and 24). In what 
follows, we will use  蛍寞 for a scaled Randić current, and use 蛍 for its unscaled equivalent.  

The union of two perfect matchings gives a spanning subgraph that consists of disjoint conjugated 
circuits and isolated double bonds. If a matching is paired with itself, there are no cycles (and hence no 
contribution to the current). The Randić current can be computed a little more efficiently by observing 
that the current from an ordered pair of matchings 岫警怠┸ 警態岻 is the same as that from the pair 岫警態┸ 警怠岻, 
so it suffices to consider unordered pairs only, and then multiply the current by two. 

Analysis of the Randić model yields a more efficient approach for current computation. It can be 
shown24 that the unscaled current contribution for each cycle C of a Kekulean benzenoid is equal to  

  】蛍】 噺  に 兼岫罫 伐 系岻態┸               (1) 

for each bond in C, with direction determined as in Figure 1. In (1),  兼岫罫 伐 系岻 is the number of 
matchings of the graph G with cycle C deleted. 

Both original and cycle-based approaches to the computation are exponential and soon outstrip the 
capacity of pencil-and-paper calculation for systems of chemical interest. Numbers of cycles and 
perfect matchings in graphs of interest can be very large: there are families of benzenoids in which the 
Kekulé count soon exceeds a billion.26 Implementation requires efficient programming. 

In what follows, it will be shown that perimeter currents in benzenoids within the Randić model can be 
found efficiently (in polynomial time) by a different approach that uses tools from the standard 
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repertoire of qualitative theoretical chemistry (finding the determinant and the inverse of the adjacency 
matrix of a graph) without special programming. 

 

3. Matching Numbers and Pauling Bond Order 

In 1935, Pauling, Brockway and Beach27 proposed a simple criterion for bond order in carbon 
networks. The  bond order of a carbon-carbon link was taken to be the fraction of Kekulé structures 
of the whole molecule in which that link appears as a double bond. The number of Kekulé structures 
(perfect matchings) in which a given edge of the graph carries a double bond (is matched) is the 
matching number of that edge. If the matching number of the edge e connecting vertices u and v is 兼岫結岻, and the graph as a whole has 兼岫罫岻 perfect matchings, the Pauling Bond Order (PBO)  is  

  喧通塚 噺 兼岫結岻【兼岫罫岻┻                (2) 

Clearly, the sum of Pauling bond orders at any carbon atom of a conjugated structure, i.e., at any 
vertex of the molecular graph, is one, as the sum of the matching numbers of all edges incident on a 
common vertex is equal to the number of perfect matchings of the graph. 

Pauling and co-workers made explicit calculations where they listed all Kekulé structures by hand and 
checked each bond within them. This is not a strategy with good scaling properties. It was soon 
realised that for benzenoids (and for other molecular graphs with every face of size 4N+2)28 the 
Pauling bond orders of edges can be calculated from the corresponding entry in the inverse of the 
adjacency matrix.29,30 

In matrix terms, for a Kekulean benzenoid and for the edge between vertices u and v, 

  喧通塚 噺 岫冊貸怠岻通塚 噺 岫adj 冊岻通塚【岫det 冊岻┸             (3) 

where A is the adjacency matrix of the molecular graph, and 冊貸怠, adj A and det A are the inverse, 
adjugate  and determinant of A, respectively. For a benzenoid with n vertices, the determinant of A is 
linked to the number of perfect matchings by 

  det 冊 噺 岫伐な岻津【態兼岫罫岻態,               (4) 

and, if 兼岫罫岻 塙 ど, we have 

  喧通塚 噺 岫伐な岻津【態岫adj 冊岻通塚【兼岫罫岻態,              (5) 

and 

  兼岫結岻 噺 岫伐な岻津【態岫adj 冊岻通塚【兼岫罫岻.              (6) 

As det 冊 is the product of eigenvalues of A, m(G) for a benzenoid is the product of the non-negative 
eigenvalues. The matrix of Pauling bond orders (entries 喧通塚 for neighbours uv, and zero otherwise) for 
a benzenoid is the Hadamard product of 冊貸怠 and A.31,32 

4. Matching Numbers and Conjugated Circuits 
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Given the set of matching numbers, it is straightforward to count the conjugated circuits that pass 
through a given edge e of a Kekulean graph. Let the total number of matchings of the graph be m(G). 
There are m(G)2 ordered pairs of perfect matchings. Suppose that the given edge e is a double bond in 兼岫結岻 perfect matchings, and hence a single bond in the remaining 岷兼岫罫岻兼岫結岻峅┻  Edge e will appear 
as an edge of a conjugated circuit if it is a double bond in one of the paired matchings and single in the 
other (Figure 2). Therefore, に兼岫結岻岷兼岫罫岻 伐 兼岫結岻峅 ordered pairs of perfect matchings correspond to 
conjugated circuits passing through edge e. This formula is general for all chemical graphs. 

5. Matching Numbers, Bond Orders and Current 

Now we investigate the current arising from these に兼岫結岻岷兼岫罫岻 伐 兼岫結岻峅 conjugated circuits. In a 
benzenoid, all conjugated circuits are of size 4N+2 and therefore in a CC model of current all 
contribute diatropic circulations. In general, traversing an edge in the direction u-v keeps the interior of 
the circuit either on the left or the right, and accordingly contributions to the current in edge e may 
have different directions. However, if e happens to be a perimeter edge, all CC in which e is included 
lie on the same side of that edge, all current contributions reinforce, and the bond current follows from 
simple counting. 

Hence we have our result: in a Kekulean benzenoid, the unscaled Randić ring current in a perimeter 
hexagon (a hexagon with at least one edge in the perimeter) is diatropic and is of strength  】蛍】 噺 に兼岫結岻岷兼岫罫岻 伐 兼岫結岻峅 噺 に兼岫罫岻態喧通塚岫な 伐 喧通塚岻┸              (7) 

where 結 噺  岫憲┸ 懸岻  is any perimeter edge of the hexagon, m(e) is its matching number, u and v are the 
vertices of e, 喧通塚 is the Pauling bond order of the edge, and m(G) is the number of perfect matchings 
of the graph. The scaled Randić ring current in the perimeter hexagon is 蛍寞 噺 に兼岫罫岻喧通塚岫な 伐 喧通塚岻【岫兼岫罫岻 伐 な岻┻           (8) 

When 兼岫罫岻  伎  な, as is often the case for large benzenoids, the scaled current is well approximated by 
a function of bond order alone: 蛍寞 蛤 に喧通塚岫な 伐 喧通塚岻┻              (9) 

Formulas (7) and (8) allow efficient calculation of the Randić current on the perimeter of a benzenoid 
using only the determinant and inverse of the adjacency matrix. Matrix inversion and evaluation of 
determinants are standard operations for which plug-in subroutines are readily available.33 

Perimeter current is sufficient to determine the entire current map for benzenoids in which all vertices 
lie on the perimeter (i.e., for cata-condensed benzenoids) and for all sufficiently thin benzenoids 
(benzenoids in which every hexagon has at least one edge in the perimeter). For general Kekulean 
benzenoids, (7) and (8) still predict a main feature of the map: the strength of the diatropic circulation 
on the molecular perimeter, which is significant for 1H chemical shifts (see below).  

The presence of the factor 喧通塚岫な 伐 喧通塚岻 in these equations points to the importance of delocalisation 
for ring current. A perimeter edge of fixed single-bond 岫喧通塚 噺 ど岻 or double-bond (喧通塚 噺 1) character 
kills ring current in the local hexagon. Conversely, a perimeter bond with 喧通塚 噺 オ leads to the highest 
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possible ring current for the total number of matchings. In what follows, it will often be convenient to 

compare currents to this theoretical maximum scaled current of  蛍寞鱈叩淡 噺 怠態 兼岫罫岻【岷兼岫罫岻 伐 な峅, 
corresponding to (8) with 喧通塚 噺 オ. 

6. Another definition of bond order 

Although Pauling Bond Order is a concept associated with a localised valence-bond picture, there is a 
direct connection with the delocalised molecular-orbital picture through another definition of bond 
order. The Ruedenberg bond order 喧通塚琢  is defined as34 喧通塚琢 噺  デ  訣沈  潔通岫沈岻潔塚岫沈岻【沈沈         (10) 

where the sum runs over all eigenvectors of A, 潔通岫沈岻 and 潔塚岫沈岻 are entries for atoms u and v in the 
eigenvector i corresponding to adjacency eigenvalue  沈 , and  訣沈 is the occupation number of the 
orbital described by the eigenvector. For directly bonded neighbours in Kekulean benzenoids, 
Ruedenberg and Pauling bond orders are equal.29 Randić perimeter currents in these systems could 
therefore in principle be calculated entirely from eigenvectors and eigenvalues derived from the 
standard Hückel procedure of diagonalisation of A as, 蛍實 the scaled current in units of the theoretical 

maximum  蛍寞鱈叩淡, is 蛍實 噺 弁蛍寞  蛍寞鱈叩淡エ 弁 噺 ね喧通塚琢 岫な 伐 喧通塚琢 岻 噺 ね岾デ  訣沈 潔通岫沈岻潔塚岫沈岻【沈沈 峇岾な 伐 デ  訣沈 潔通岫沈岻潔塚岫沈岻【沈沈 峇┻       (11) 

7. Examples and applications 

(i) Comparison of approaches 

We now have three algorithms for calculating the perimeter ring currents in the Randić CC model. 
Figure 3 illustrates the way the three different calculations for the entire current map proceed in the 
case of phenanthrene. This benzenoid has m(G) = 5, and the ten distinct pairings of perfect matchings  
yield the CC, which contribute a current of 2 to each edge that they contain, for each time that they are 

produced by a pairing. Alternatively, formula (1), based on matching numbers of the graph G  C, can 
be used to attribute unscaled weights to the edges of conjugated cycles C of G. Finally, and most 
directly, the same pattern of current follows from (7) by noting that perimeter edges of the terminal 
hexagonal rings are present in either 2 or 3 Kekulé structures, whereas perimeter edges of the central 
hexagon are present in 1 or 4.  

(ii) Linear polyacenes 

The bond-order formula gives easy derivations of general formulas for some classes of benzenoids. 
For example, a linear polyacene with h hexagonal rings indexed with k = 1, … h starting from a 
terminal ring (Figure 4) has m(G) = h+1. A ring 茎賃 has a perimeter edge with matching number h +1 – 
k and hence has a scaled ring current に倦岫月 髪 な 伐 倦岻【岷月岫月 髪 な岻峅, in agreement with the result 
previously derived by counting conjugated circuits.24 The result is mathematically correct for all h, but 
any results from a pure CC model will be of physical significance only insofar as these molecules 
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remain in states that are well described by Kekulé structures; there is ongoing debate about the ground-
state electronic structures of higher members of the linear-polyacene series.35-38

 

(iii) Starphenes 

Similarly, a catafusene in which three linear branches (containing a, b and c hexagons, respectively) 
are fused to a central hexagon (a starphene39) is predicted to have minimum current in the central ring 
for all 欠┸ 決┸ 潔 半 ど. These benzenoids have 兼岫罫岻 噺 岫欠 髪 な岻岫決 髪 な岻岫潔 髪 な岻 髪 な┸ and the perimeter 
edges of the central ring have matching number 1, and hence the central hexagon has unscaled ring 
current に岫欠 髪 な岻岫決 髪 な岻岫潔 髪 な岻┻ As no edges in a catafusene have matching number zero, this must be 
the minimum. In general, hexagon 茎賃 of the arm of length a (counting out from the first ring glued to 
the central hexagon) contains a perimeter edge with matching number 岫欠 髪 な 伐 倦岻岫決 髪 な岻岫潔 髪 な岻 and 
has an unscaled ring current に岫欠 髪 な 伐 倦岻岫決 髪 な岻岫潔 髪 な岻岷倦岫欠 髪 な岻岫決 髪 な岻岫潔 髪 な岻 髪 な峅┸ which is 
larger than the central ring current for all k, so the minimum is unique. 

(iv) Fibonacenes 

Fibonacenes are zig-zag, unbranched cata-condensed benzenoids. All fibonacene isomers with h 
hexagonal rings have identical palindromic sequences of ring currents within any given CC model.40 
Each has Fh+2 perfect matchings, where F0  = 1, F1  =  1, …, Fi  =  Fi-1+Fi-2  are the Fibonacci numbers, 
and the unscaled Randić ring current in ring 茎賃, counting from k = 1 at a terminal ring, has been found 
to be the product40 に 繋賃 繋賃袋怠 繋朕袋怠貸賃 繋朕袋態貸賃. The present approach gives an easy alternative derivation 
from the Pauling bond orders of fibonacenes. Matching numbers of corresponding edges are 
independent of fibonacene isomer. On the perimeter of hexagon 茎賃 there are always41 at least three 
edges that share matching number  繋賃 繋朕袋怠貸賃. Hence (7) gives the unscaled ring current in hexagon Hk 
of the [h]fibonacene as に繋賃繋朕袋怠貸賃 岫繋朕袋態 伐 繋賃繋朕袋怠貸賃岻. Use of the easily proved identity 繋賃繋朕袋怠貸賃 髪 繋賃袋怠繋朕袋態貸賃  噺 繋朕袋態, yields exactly the previous formula for ring current.40 

(v) Giant benzenoids 

An extreme application is to the large benzenoids of maximum Kekulé count for a given number h of 
hexagons, which were characterised by Balaban, Liu, Cyvin and Klein.26 These molecules are 
catafused, with maximum branching, and a number of Kekulé structures that rises extremely rapidly 
with h.  

Catafusenes are series-parallel graphs and hence there is a linear-time algorithm for computing the 
number of perfect matchings (which uses only integer arithmetic). Using a series-parallel graph 
algorithm also to compute m(e) for each edge leads to an O(n2) algorithm for these quantities. In the 
approach proposed here, the matrix inversion used to find the Pauling Bond Orders takes O(n3) time, 
but is of wider applicability, as it can deliver the perimeter part of the current map for any Kekulean 
benzenoid. The graph algorithm gives each computed Randić ring current as a rational number, 
typically with many-digit integers in numerator and denominator. However, such precision is 
unnecessary from the physical point of view even if the Randić model is exact, which clearly it is not. 
The present method based on matrix inversion uses floating-point arithmetic, but in practice can 
supply precision adequate for any likely physical application, and does not require special coding. It 
also gives perimeter currents for non-catafusenes.  
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Figure 5 shows a schematic structure for a benzenoid with almost twenty billion perfect matchings 
(兼岫罫岻 噺 なば どなに のばに ぱのば ) taken from Ref. 26. Inversion of the adjacency matrix in double precision 
real arithmetic recovers 兼岫罫岻 and edge matching numbers with absolute errors 隼 など貸泰 (and hence 
exactly when rounded to integers.)  

The illustrated benzenoid is totally resonant, i.e., its graph has an independent set of hexagons that 
covers each vertex once, or in more chemical terms, every carbon centre belongs to a hexagon that 
carries a Clar sextet. The alternation in ring current strength along the hexagon sequence A, B, C, D, E, 
F (see caption of Figure 5) is consistent with the chemical intuition that current should be strong in 
Clar hexagons. 

 

(vi) Non-perimeter hexagons 

An example of what perimeter bond orders do not tell us is given by coronene, the only benzenoid 
with 月 判 ば rings with a non-perimeter hexagon (Figure 6). Consider a perimeter edge that joins two 
vertices of degree two. This edge appears in 14 of the 20 perfect matchings of coronene. Therefore, of 
the (14 + 6)(14 + 6) = 400 pairs of perfect matchings, 168 (=14  6 + 6  14) have this edge in exactly 
one member of the pair. As all circuits contribute reinforcing diatropic (anticlockwise) currents on this 
edge, bond current and hence the unscaled ring current J in the perimeter hexagon is given 
immediately as 168. By similar reasoning, an edge on the interior hexagon, in 6 of the 20 perfect 
matchings, also belongs to 168 conjugated circuits, but the count alone tells us nothing about the sense 
of their contributions. 

For conjugated circuits containing at least one edge of the internal hexagon, one picture from each 
isomorphism class of circuit is shown in Figure 6. Rotating the picture gives six different conjugated 
circuits in most cases, with the exception of D6h-symmetric 6, for which there is only one, and D3h-
symmetric 9, for which there are two. From the set of pictures, we can calculate the current that flows 
in edge e, the top edge of the central hexagon. The contribution of a given isomorphism class to this 
current is the product of three numbers: the number of CC in the class that contain edge e, the number 
of ways of choosing a matching of the CC, and the square of the number of perfect matchings of G – 
C. From pictures 1 to 5, the contribution is a current from u to v (total 128), and for the remainder it is 
a current from v to u (total 40). Hence, the bond current in e is 88 and flowing in the paratropic, 
clockwise sense, considered with respect to the central hexagon) even though the ring current in the 
central hexagon is actually diatropic.  

This information is not available from pure CC counting: the perimeter ring currents would be 
compatible with any diatropic central ring current strength up to 168. As the central ring current is in 
fact weaker than the ring current in the perimeter hexagons, the total map has the characteristic 
appearance of a cartwheel with opposed ‘rim’ and ‘hub’ circulations, as found in ab initio 
calculation.42 

8. Currents and Bond Length 
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Our premise here is that aromaticity is defined by the magnetic criterion of existence of ring current, 
but geometric measures have also been proposed from time to time (For a recent comprehensive 
review, see Ref. 43). Given that Pauling bond orders correlate reasonably well with bond lengths in 
benzenoids,44 it seems natural to explore whether the present link between current and bond order in 
formula (7) has an implication for the limits of geometric variability of aromatic ring systems. Ab 
initio calculations indicate that ring currents, both diatropic and paratropic, can persist in the presence 
of considerable distortion of the carbon skeleton in clamped systems,45,46,47 if the geometric distortion 

results from a pure  effect that leaves the ヾ frontier-orbital structure intact. Vibrational dependence of 
current in aromatic and anti-aromatic systems,48 and geometric resilience of different  indicators of 
aromaticity of benzene have also been explored in various theoretical studies.49,50 

Several linear and non-linear formulas for correlating bond length with Pauling bond order have been 
investigated.44,51 The standard formula due to Pauling52 gives bond length as a function of bond order 
as 岫Pauling岻         迎 噺 迎怠 伐 岫迎怠 伐 迎態 岻計喧【岫計喧 髪 な 伐 喧岻┸             (12) 

where R is the predicted bond length of a bond with Pauling bond order p, R1 and R2 are lengths of 
single and double bonds between sp2 carbon centres, respectively, and K is a parameter that accounts 
for the larger force constant of the double bond. The values used by Pauling changed over time, but by 
the 1960 edition of his book they are R1 = 1.504 Å and R2 = 1.332 Å, with K = 1.84. Inversion of (12) 
to give p as a function of bond length, and setting 堅 噺 岫迎怠 伐 迎岻【岫迎怠 伐 迎態岻  gives 岫Pauling岻         喧 噺 堅【岷計岫な 伐 堅岻 髪 堅 峅┸                                                                                                            岫なぬ岻 

Note that as 迎怠  迎   迎態 for ど  喧  な, the ratio obeys ど  堅   0. If we combine Pauling and Randić 
approaches, a perimeter bond of length R in a benzenoid is predicted to carry a current of 

岫Pauling岻   蛍實 噺 弁蛍寞  蛍寞鱈叩淡エ 弁 噺 ね喧岫な 伐 喧岻 噺 ね計堅岫な 伐 堅岻岷計岫な 伐 堅岻 髪 堅峅態 噺 ね計岫迎怠 伐 迎岻岫迎 伐 迎態岻岷計岫迎 伐 迎態岻 髪 岫迎怠 伐 迎岻峅態  ┸         岫なね岻 

where 蛍實 is the scaled Randić current in units of  蛍寞鱈叩淡, the maximum scaled current for the given m(G). 

A value of  蛍實 噺 な is predicted for the bond length R that corresponds to p = ½, r = K/(K + 1) and R = 

(R1 + KR2) /(K + 1)  i.e., for R  1.4 Å. Not surprisingly, the ideal structure for carrying delocalised 
perimeter ring current in this hybrid Randić/Pauling model (14) has benzene-like bonds all around that 
perimeter.  

Resilience of the current to bond alternation can also be estimated. Suppose a given perimeter vertex 
of degree two lies at the junction of bonds with Pauling bond orders 喧銚 and 喧長 噺 な 伐 喧銚, and bond 
lengths 迎銚 and 迎長, respectively. If the correlation (12) is taken as exact, the bond lengths for the two 
bonds are related by: 

岫Pauling岻                               迎銚 噺 迎怠 伐 岫迎長 伐 迎態岻岫迎怠 伐 迎態岻岫迎長 伐 迎態岻 髪 計貸態岫迎怠 伐 迎長岻                                                        岫なの岻 

and the scaled Randić current passing through the vertex, again in units of  蛍寞鱈叩淡, can be written as a 
function of the two lengths: 
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岫Pauling岻                     蛍實 噺 弁蛍寞  蛍寞鱈叩淡エ 弁 噺噺 ね岫迎怠 伐 迎銚岻岫迎怠 伐 迎長岻岷計岫迎銚 伐 迎態岻 髪 岫迎怠 伐 迎銚岻峅岷計岫迎長 伐 迎態岻 髪 岫迎怠 伐 迎長岻峅 ┻   岫なは岻 

Figure 7 shows the dependence of this fractional current 蛍實  on order, length and length difference for 
the two bonds incident on the degree-two vertex. The maximum in each curve corresponds to a pair of 
benzenoid bonds, as before, but the curves also illustrate a surprising resilience of the current to 
disparity between bond orders, and hence bond lengths, in the pair. When bond orders deviate from the 

ideal value, a difference 】喧銚 伐 喧長】 噺  怠怠待 ヂ絞  leads to a fall-off of %, in 蛍實 and is associated with a 

predicted difference in bond length of 

岫Pauling岻       迎  噺   】迎銚 伐 迎長】    噺   ななど ヂ絞岫迎怠 伐 迎態岻 岷な 髪 岫などど 伐 絞岻岫計 伐 な岻態【ねどど計峅斑              岫なば岻 

which implies bond alternation of 迎  噺   ど┻どぬの┸ ど┻どぱど┸ ど┻ななは � for 5%, 25% and 50% reductions in 
current. These differences, although considerably over-estimated, are qualitatively compatible with the 
above-mentioned evidence from ab initio calculations on clamped benzene systems. 

An even simpler correlation of bond length and bond order is given by linear regression for a curated 
set of geometric data for 22 benzenoids (223 symmetry inequivalent bond lengths).44,51 岫Linear岻      迎 噺 経怠 伐 岫経怠 伐 経態岻喧              (18) 

with D1 = 1.467 Å and D2 = 1.320 Å. This equation does not perform significantly worse than the non-
linear Pauling equation. If (18) is taken as exact, we can calculate 蛍實 for our degree-two vertex, from 
analytical functions of bond order, bond length or bond alternation (limits of analogous Pauling 
relations for 計 蝦 な岻: 

岫Linear岻   蛍實 噺 ね喧銚岫な 伐 喧銚岻 噺 ね岫経怠 伐 迎銚岻岫迎銚 伐 経態岻岫経怠 伐 経態岻態 噺 ね岫経怠 伐 迎銚岻岫経怠 伐 迎長岻岫経怠 伐 経態岻態 噺 な 伐 岫迎銚 伐 迎長岻態岫経怠 伐 経態岻態                岫なひ岻 
Like (12), linear correlation is forgiving of bond alternation, with reductions of 5%, 25% and 50% in 

current corresponding to differences of 迎 噺  ど┻どぬぬ┸ ど┻どばね┸ ど┻などね �, respectively. 

9. Conclusion 

Connections between bond order and aromaticity have of course been discussed before, as represented 
in the classic work of Jug,53 where the aromaticity of a ring is determined by its weakest link.  Explicit 
connections between aromaticity and bond order in the Coulson definition have also been made for a 
variety of MO-based delocalisation indices.54 There is also a long tradition of empirical MO 
calculations of current based on the Hückel-London model. (For a review see Ref. 55.) One recent 
application of this MO method in the formulation developed by Aihara56 discusses current maps of 
benzenoids that have factorisable Kekulé structures (i.e., of regions of fixed single and double bonds). 
These are natural subjects for comparison of MO and CC methods; in a pure CC model, any fixed 
bond in a perimeter ring kills the local current; MO approaches may predict more complicated 
behaviour.56,57 
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The present work started from an observation that the method of calculation of currents in the CC 
model could be greatly simplified. As we have shown, bond orders and ring currents on the perimeter 
of a benzenoid, as calculated within Pauling and Randić models, are related by a closed formula, and 
both sets of quantities can be obtained by inversion of the adjacency matrix.  

The formulas given in Equations  (7) to (9) allow us to reproduce the results of the Randić CC model 
from bond orders, but for perimeter hexagons only. This is certainly a theoretical limitation, but in 
practice the main experimental probe of ring currents is a perimeter effect: induced diatropic currents 
cause downfield changes in the chemical shifts of protons in external CH bonds. In typical cases, these 
changes are dominated by nearby currents, which on the perimeter tend to be large. The ring currents 
with most influence on chemical shifts of external protons are therefore accessible by inversion of the 
adjacency matrix of the molecular graph. A model that predicts perimeter currents can be expected to 
capture the main effects of ring current on the 1H NMR spectra of the stable (Kekulean) benzenoids.   

Another implication of the reformulation is a link between perimeter current and bond lengths, via the 
Pauling bond order/bond length correlation. This gives results that are compatible with the known 
resilience of ring current aromaticity to bond alternation. In addition, as Ruedenberg and Pauling bond 
orders are identical for benzenoids, the required bond orders are themselves formal functions of  -MO 

quantities. As a result, the new formulation in terms of the p(1  p) function of Pauling bond order p 

gives an explicit linkage between three criteria of aromaticity: -energetic, geometric and magnetic. 
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Figure 1. Contribution of an even cycle C to induced current in bond u v depends on whether the cycle 
size leaves remainder 2 or 0 on division by 4, and whether the interior of the cycle lies to left or right 
of the bond when travelling in the direction u to v. In the convention used here, diatropic (aromatic) 
circulations run anticlockwise in 4N+2 cycles C and paratropic (antiaromatic) circulations run 
clockwise in 4N cycles. The broad arrows show the resultant bond current. 
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Figure 2. Counting the conjugated circuits passing through a given edge of a benzenoid. The fragment 
shown in (a) to (c) is of the edge in a local environment typical of a benzenoid. The edge e has 
matching number m(e). The m(G) perfect matchings of the graph include (a) m(e)  in which edge e is a 
double bond and (b) the remainder, in  which e is a single bond. Therefore, (c), the pairs of matchings 
in which one is taken from each set (allowing for both orderings of the pair) give the に兼岫結岻 岷兼岫罫岻 伐兼岫結岻 峅 conjugated circuits that pass through edge e, as illustrated here in bold.  
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Figure 3. Three approaches to calculation of perimeter currents. (a) Phenanthrene has five perfect 
matchings: 兼岫罫岻 噺 の; (b) Conjugated circuits (bold) are found by the ten distinct pairwise 
comparisons of the five matchings, each pairing contributing an unscaled current of 2 in each bold 
edge; (c) Values 兼岫罫 伐 C岻 are calculated for all conjugated cycles C, as shown in bold, and edge of C 
is given unscaled weight に兼岫罫 伐 系岻態; (d) Matching numbers, 兼岫結岻, are calculated for one perimeter 
edge e per perimeter hexagon, and are used to produce unscaled ring currents in perimeter hexagons 
according to the formula に兼岫結岻岷兼岫罫岻 伐 兼岫結岻峅. All three approaches lead to the same set of unscaled 
ring-currents, shown inset. (Scaled ring currents are obtained on division by  兼岫罫岻岷兼岫罫岻 伐 な峅 噺 にど). 
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Figure 4. Matching-number calculation for Randić ring currents in linear polyacenes. Hexagonal rings 
Hk are indexed with k = 1, 2, …, starting from the leftmost ring. (a) A double bond in any ‘vertical’ 
position (ringed) forces the whole perfect matching, implying matching number 1 for every vertical 
edge; (b) Matching numbers for all perimeter edges follow from the vertex sum rule, beginning from a 
terminal vertical edge. 
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Figure 5.  Schematic carbon skeleton of a benzenoid C182H96 with the maximum number of Kekulé 
structures for 46 hexagonal rings.26 Matching numbers and Pauling bond orders for the perimeter 
edges a to e, are: (a) 4750104241, 0.2792113974, (b) 3323522500, 0.1953568416 (c) 5342068432, 
0.3140070862; (d) 2334100885, 0.1371985828 (e) 7339235986, 0.4314007086. The derived scaled 
Randić ring currents for rings A to E are: (A) 0.402504786; (B) 0.314385092; (C) 0.430813272; (D) 
0.236750263; (E) 0.490588274.   
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1:  1.2.25 = 50 2:  2.2.9 = 24 3:  3.2.4.= 24   
   

   
4:  4.2.1 = 8 5:  5.2.1.= 10 6:  1.2.4 = 8 
   

   
7:  5.2.1 = 10 8:  4.2.1 = 8 9:  1.2.1 = 2 
   

   
10:  3.2.1 = 6 11:  2.2.1 = 4 12:  1.2.1 = 2 
   
Figure 6. Calculation of the unscaled current map of coronene in the Randić CC model. Perimeter ring 
currents follow from bond orders and are diatropic of strength 168. Currents along edge e, the top edge 
of the central hexagon, are calculated using Eq. (1). For the representative cycle, shown in bold, the 
contribution to current along e is the product , where   is the number of times e occurs in the set 

of isomorphic copies of the cycle,   is the number of perfect matchings of the cycle (= 2), and   is the 
square of the number of perfect matchings of the remainder of the graph. Single and double lines 
indicate bonds fixed by the conjugated cycle; dotted lines indicate mobile bonds. Cycles 1 to 5 
contribute left-right current in e, but 6 to 12 contribute right-left current. Net bond currents in the 
central ring flow clockwise u to v, but ring current in the central ring is diatropic (of strength 80). 
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Figure 7. Perimeter current through a degree-two vertex in a benzenoid. All three plots show 蛍實, the 

fraction of the maximum possible current for a given total number of Kekulé structures. In (a), 蛍實 is 
shown as a function of Pauling Bond Order p and horizontal tie lines would connect the 
complementary bond orders pa = p and pb = 1 – p for the two bonds incident to the vertex, 

corresponding to a given current. In (b), 蛍實 is transformed to a function of bond length R, and horizontal 
tie lines would connect the two bond lengths Ra and Rb predicted by the Pauling equation (12) for the 
given pa and pb. In (c), 蛍實 is shown as a function of the difference ッ迎 噺 】迎銚 伐 迎長】. All bond lengths are 

in Å units. Current is maximised for 喧 噺 な【に, 迎 蛤 な┻ね � and R 噺 ど┻ 
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Graphical Abstract  

 

 

 

 

Benzenoid perimeter currents within the Randić  
conjugated-circuit model follow directly from  
a simple calculation of Pauling Bond Orders and  
Kekulé count. 
 

 


